Introduction 23
Tropical cyclones (TCs) were the most costly natural disaster to affect the United 24
States (U.S.) over the period 1980 (Pielke et al. 2008 ; Smith and Katz 2013). According 25 to Smith and Katz (2013), TCs were responsible for over $400 billion in damages over the 26 period (Consumer Price Index), which correspond to 47.4% of all the damage caused by all 27 the natural disasters responsible for $1+ billion combined. Smith and Katz (2013) also 28 reported apparent increasing trends in both the annual frequency of billion-dollar events and 29 in the annual aggregate loss from these events. Therefore, predicting TC activity at seasonal 30 time scales is a topic of large scientific and socio-economic interest. 31
Since Gray (1984a, b) first attempted seasonal forecasts of TC activity for the North 32 Atlantic (NA), tremendous effort has been devoted to construct and improve statistical models 33 in which observed large-scale climate indices ahead of the hurricane season are used to predict 34 subsequent summertime basin total TC frequency (Gray et al. 1992 (Gray et al. , 1993 (Gray et al. , 1994 Soden (2012) classified TC tracks into three groups (straight moving, recurving landfall, or 83 recurving ocean) highlighting differences in the climate conditions associated with each one of 84 them. However, there is no information about how predictable these TC clusters are. 85
In this study, we first examine the predictability of observed basin-total TC frequency 86 of observed TC clusters. Second, we attempt to construct a hybrid model to improve the 87 prediction skill in TC frequency for each cluster, which in turn leads to the improvements in 88 predicting basin-total TC frequency. Third, we examine observed and predicted TC landfall 89 ratio, and construct a hybrid model to improve prediction skill in TC landfall ratio. Finally, we 90 6 conditions. Here, we defined forecasts from July, June,…, January, December initial 114 conditions as the lead-month (L) 0, 1, …, 6, 7 forecasts for the predictions of TC activity in 115 subsequent summer (July-November). 116
The 12-member initial conditions for ocean and sea ice components were built through 117 Model-generated TCs were detected directly from 6-hourly output using the following 136 tracking scheme documented in Murakami et al. (2015) . In the detection scheme, the flood fill 137 algorithm is applied to find closed contours of some specified negative sea level pressure 138 (SLP) anomaly with warm core (1K temperature anomaly). The detection scheme also 139 considers satisfaction of duration of 36 consecutive hours for which TC candidate should 140 maintain warm core and wind criteria (15.75 m s -1 ). 141 142
Results

143
a. Clustering TC tracks and forecasting skill by a dynamical model 144
We first applied a clustering algorithm to observed TC tracks (Fig. 1, green tracks) . 145
The cluster technique used here is the fuzzy c-means clustering developed by Kim et al. clustering methodology, rather than differences in study period. 159
Second, we assigned predicted TCs to one of the observed TC clusters. Regardless of 160 any lead-month forecasts and ensemble members, we computed the root-mean-square error 161 (RMSE) between the predicted (black track) and observed mean (red track) TC track for each 162 TC cluster. To compute RMSE, we interpolate every TC track into 20 segments with equal 163 length following Kim et al. (2011) . We assign the predicted TC track to the TC cluster with 164 the minimum RMSE. An alternative way is to conduct the cluster analysis using the combined 165 data of observed and predicted TC tracks. However, because we obtained similar results to the 166 method above (figure not shown), we will use the RMSE for the assignment. The results for 167 assigned TC tracks are shown in Fig. 1 as black tracks. Although the dynamical model 168 predicts fractional ratios of TC frequency for CL1 and CL3 similar to the observations (about 169 20%), it slightly overestimates (underestimates) the fractional ratio for CL2 (CL4). Figure 2  170 shows forecast skill in predicting TC frequency for each cluster and for each lead month by 171 the dynamical model in terms of rank correlation (Fig. 2a) and RMSE (Fig. 2b) . clusters. For the WS (Fig. 3i-l) , there are higher negative correlations in the tropical NA for 227 CL1, CL2, and CL4, which is reasonable because TC activity is unfavorable under strong 228 vertical wind shear. However, it is intriguing that CL3 is not sensitive to vertical wind shear. 229 CL3 does not show significant correlations with any parameters, suggesting that CL3 230 may have a substantially larger stochastic element to its variability than the other clusters, and 231 may thus be inherently less predictable. However, we want to identify any key large-scale 232 parameters to construct a hybrid model. When correlation is computed between observed TC 233 frequency and RSST, observations ( utilized RSST in these four domains as predictor for CL3 TCs. 237
The domains of the predictors used for the hybrid model are shown in the rectangles in 238 for each cluster using large-scale parameters predicted by the dynamical model of FLOR. First 250 of all, the probability of TC frequency ! is obtained when the mean frequency (i.e., rate) λ is 251 given as follows. 252
, where x = 0, 1, 2, … and λ >0.
(
1) 253
The Poisson regression model is expressed as 254 shows comparisons of rank correlations (Fig. 7a,c) and RMSE (Fig. 7b,d ) between the 265 dynamical model (solid lines) and LOOCV (dashed lines). Predictions for all of clusters using 266 the hybrid approach are improved in LOOCV in terms of RMSE for every lead month. 267
Although CL1 was not improved in terms of correlation, most of the clusters show 268 improvements in simulating observed interannual variation. When these predicted TC 269 frequencies are summed up, we derive the basin-total TC frequency. The basin total frequency 270 also shows higher skill in the hybrid than the dynamical model (Fig. 7c,d) . We obtain a 271 maximum correlation coefficient of 0.76 at lead-month 1 and the minimum correlation is still Section 3c revealed that the skill in predicting basin-total TC frequency is higher in the 278 hybrid than in the dynamical model. Therefore, skilful forecasting of the fraction of total TCs 279 making landfall in the United States could lead to accurate predictions of TC landfall activity 280 when combined with prediction of basin-total TC frequency. In this section, we first 281 investigate the physical drivers for the observed landfall ratio. The landfall domain defined in 282 this study is the coastal region of the United States as identified in the blue region in Fig. 1 . In 283 this study, once a TC propagates in the blue region in Fig. 1 , we count one for TC landfall 284 frequency regardless of multiple landfall events for the same TC. Figure 8 shows the 285 interannual variation of basin-total TC frequency (red), landfall TC frequency in the United 286
States (blue), landfall ratio (black), and Niño-3.4 index (green) in the observations. The Niño-287 3.4 index is obtained from the mean SST anomaly in the region bounded by 5°N and 5°S, and 288 between 170°W to 120°W. The rank correlation between basin-total TC frequency and 289 landfall ratio is 0.08, indicating that there is no strong linear relationship between the two 290 variables. Indeed, while there were 18 TCs in 2010, which was the third largest TC frequency 291 during the period 1980-2014, only one of them made landfall in the United States that year. 292
The observed relationship between TC landfall ratio and climate indices was analysed 293
by Villarini et al. (2012) . They constructed a statistical model to predict landfall ratio using 294 Fig.9 index (SOI), and tropical mean SST (30S°-30°N) ]. Here we computed the correlation 296 coefficient between observed TC landfall ratio and simulated large-scale parameters of SST 297
and May-June mean SLP as an indication of effect of NAO. However, we could not find any 298 significant correlation using SLP (figure not shown). Nevertheless, we found a La Niña-like 299 pattern in the correlation for SST (Fig. 9) , indicating that TC landfall ratio tends to be higher 300 
The dependence of ! on the predictors can be written as 324
.
5) 325
Here we consider one predictor (i.e., p=1) of SST as discussed above. Similar to the procedure 326 described in Section 3c, we first determine ! ! given the observed ! and simulated x p . Then, 327
the LOOCV is performed to evaluate the hybrid model. 328 Figure 10 reveals results of training (Fig. 10a-c) and LOOCV (Fig. 10d-e) for lead-329 month 0, 3, and 6, respectively. The overall correlation is relatively low (i.e., at most 0.37), 330 indicating that landfall ratio remains difficult to improve even using the hybrid model. To 331 compare skill in the hybrid model with the dynamical model, Fig. 11 shows comparisons of 332 rank correlations (Fig. 11a) and RMSE (Fig. 11b ) between the dynamical model (solid line) 333 and LOOCV (dashed line). Although rank correlation is lower when compared with the basin-334 total TC frequency (Fig. 7c ), the hybrid model shows higher skill in predicting landfall ratio 335 than the dynamical mode does. RMSE (Fig. 11b) Here we have two hybrid models: the Poisson regression model to predict TC 341 frequency for each cluster, yielding basin total TC frequency by summing all TC clusters 342 (Section 3c); the binomial regression model to predict TC landfall ratio over the United States 343 (Section 3e). By combining the two hybrid models, we can make predictions of TC landfall 344 frequency over United States. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 12 for the synthesized  345 hybrid model. Given the key large-scale parameters for a specific year (Step 1), we predict 346 mean TC frequency for each cluster (! !,!,!,! ) (Step 2). Given the predicted mean !, random 347 forecasts, although correlations show no significant differences in the first three and the last 371 two lead months (Fig. 14a ). The hybrid model shows smaller RMSE for all lead months 372 relative to the dynamical forecasts. We can conclude that our new hybrid model retains 373 forecast skill up to lead month 5 with correlation coefficient 0.5 and forecast root mean square 374 error of 2.0 storms per year for U.S. landfalling TCs. 375
We also preliminarily checked the performance of an alternative statistical method in 376 which TC landfall frequency is computed using the constant climatological mean landfall ratio 377 based on observations along with the TC frequency predicted from the Poisson regression 378 model. Although the method shows some improvements in terms of RMSE for the lead month 379 0 and 1 predictions relative to the synthesized hybrid model, the scheme does not show 380 improvements in terms of rank correlation. Accurate predictions for landfall TC frequency 381 seem to be critically dependent on the accurate prediction for landfall ratio in which the 382 present study shows limited skill (Fig. 11) . Third, we evaluated retrospective prediction skill for the TC landfall ratio over the U.S., 403 revealing that the dynamical predictions have no skill in predicting the landfall ratio when 404 looking at simulated storms directly. Meanwhile, the observed TC landfall ratio is analyzed, 405 revealing that the landfall ratio has no correlation with basin-total TC frequency. However, the 406 observed interannual variation in landfall TC ratio has a moderate correlation with SST 407 anomaly in the tropical Pacific. This is associated with La Niña-like pattern, indicating that TClandfall ratio is higher during La Niña years. A binomial hybrid model was constructed for 409 better prediction of U.S. landfall TC ratios using the simulated SST anomaly in the tropical 410 Step 4. Key large-scale parameters (SST)
Step 5. Prediction of landfall ratio (µ) using the 
